
  

 

 

Apple at Work 

M1 Overview 

Small ch ip.  Giant  leap. 

Apple’s first chip designed specifically for Mac, M1 delivers 
incredible performance,  custom  technologies,  and  revolutionary 
power  efficiency.  And  it was  designed  from  the very start to work 
with macOS,  the most advanced  desktop operating system  in the 
world.  With  a  giant  leap  in  performance  per  watt,  every  Mac  with  
M1 is transformed into a completely different class of product.  

M1 is optimized for Mac systems in which small size and power efficiency are 
critically important. As a system on a chip (SoC), M1 combines numerous powerful 
technologies  into  a  single  chip  and  features  a  unified  memory  architecture  for  
dramatically improved performance and efficiency.   

M1 is the first personal computer chip built using cutting-edge 5-nanometer 
process  technology and  is  packed  with an astounding 16 billion transistors,  the 
most Apple has ever put into a chip. It features the world’s fastest CPU core in  
low-power silicon, the world’s best CPU performance per watt, the world’s fastest 
integrated  graphics  in a  personal  computer,  and  breakthrough machine learning 
performance with the Apple Neural  Engine.   

As  a  result,  M1  delivers  up  to  3.5x  faster  CPU  performance,  up  to  6x  faster  GPU 
performance,  and  up to 15x faster  machine learning,  all  while enabling battery life 
up to 2x longer than previous-generation Macs. With its profound increase in 
performance and  efficiency,  M1  delivers  the biggest leap ever  for  the Mac.1  

First  System  on a Ch  ip  for  the M ac 
Macs  and  PCs  have  traditionally  used  multiple  chips  for  the  CPU,  I/O,  security,  and  
more. Now with M1, these technologies are combined into a single SoC, delivering 
a whole new level of integration for greater performance and power efficiency. M1 
also features a unified memory architecture that brings together high-bandwidth,  
low-latency memory into a single pool within a custom package. This allows all of 
the technologies in the SoC to access the same data without copying it between 
multiple pools of memory, further improving performance and efficiency. 



       

 

 

          
   

 

The W orld’s Bes t  CPU Performance per   Watt 
M1 features an 8-core CPU consisting of four high-performance cores and four 
high-efficiency cores. Each of the high-performance cores provides industry-
leading performance for single-threaded tasks, while running as efficiently as 
possible.  They are the world’s  fastest CPU  cores  in low-power  silicon,  allowing 
photographers  to edit high-resolution photos  with lightning speed  and  developers  
to  build  apps  nearly  3x  faster  than  before.  And  all  four  can  be  used  together  for  a  
huge boost in multithreaded performance.   

The four high-efficiency cores deliver outstanding performance at a tenth of the 
power.  By themselves,  these four  cores  deliver  similar  performance as  the 
current-generation, dual-core MacBook Air at much lower power. They are the 
most efficient way to run lightweight, everyday tasks like checking email or 
browsing the web, and preserve battery life like never before. And all eight cores 
can work together to provide incredible compute power for the most demanding  
tasks  and  deliver  the  world’s  best  CPU  performance  per  watt.  

The W orld’s F astest  Integrated Gr aphics 
M1 includes Apple’s most advanced GPU. It benefits from years of analysis of Mac 
applications, including everyday apps and challenging pro workloads. With 
industry-leading performance and  incredible efficiency,  the GPU  in M1  is  in a  class  
by  itself.  Featuring  up  to  eight  powerful  cores  capable  of  running  nearly  25,000 
threads simultaneously, the GPU can handle extremely demanding tasks with 
ease, from smooth playback of multiple 4K video streams to rendering complex 
3D scenes. With 2.6 teraflops of throughput, M1 has the world’s fastest integrated  
graphics  in a  personal  computer.  

Blazing-Fast,  On-Device Machine Learning 
The M1 chip brings the Apple Neural Engine to the Mac, greatly accelerating  
machine learning (ML) tasks. Featuring Apple’s most advanced 16-core 
architecture capable of 11 trillion operations per second, the Neural Engine in M1 
enables up to 15x faster machine learning performance. In fact, the entire M1 chip 
is  designed  to excel  at machine learning,  with ML accelerators  in the CPU  and  a  
powerful  GPU,  so tasks  like video analysis,  voice recognition,  and  image 
processing will  have a  level  of  performance never  seen before on the Mac.  

More Innovative Technologies Packed into  M1 
The M1 chip is packed with a number of powerful custom technologies, including:  

• Apple’s latest image signal processor (ISP) for higher quality video with better 
noise reduction, greater dynamic range, and improved auto white balance. 

• The latest Secure Enclave for best-in-class security. 

• A high-performance storage controller with AES encryption hardware for faster 
and more secure SSD performance. 

• Low-power, highly efficient media encode and decode engines for great 
performance and extended battery life. 

• An Apple-designed Thunderbolt controller with support for USB 4, transfer 
speeds up to 40Gbps, and compatibility with more peripherals than ever. 



     

 

 

 

 
 

    
        

          
   

     

                
     

 

        

     
               

         

   

 

 

 

 

macOS Big Sur Optimized for M1
macOS Big Sur is engineered, down to its core, to take full advantage of all the 
capability and power of M1, delivering a massive boost in performance,
astonishing battery life, and even stronger security protections. With M1, things 
users do every day feel noticeably faster and smoother. Just like iPhone and iPad,
the Mac now instantly wakes from sleep. Browsing with Safari — which is already 
the world’s fastest browser — is now up to 1.5x speedier at running JavaScript 
and nearly 2x more responsive.2 

With Big Sur and M1, Mac users can run a greater range of apps than ever before.
All of Apple’s Mac software is now Universal and runs natively on M1 systems.
Existing Mac apps that have not been updated to Universal will run seamlessly 
with Apple’s Rosetta 2 technology. And iPhone and iPad apps can now run directly 
on the Mac. Additionally, the foundations of Big Sur are optimized to unlock the 
power of M1, including developer technologies from Metal for graphics to Core ML 
for machine learning. 

Breakthrough Performance for Key Business Apps
When compared with the latest model of the best-selling PC notebook purchased 
by businesses in its price range, MacBook Air with M1 offers up to 2x faster Excel
performance, up to 50% faster web application responsiveness, up to 2x faster 
browser graphics performance and up to 2x longer battery life when video 
conferencing with Zoom on a single charge.3 

Start of a Two-Year Transition for the Mac 
M1 powers the new MacBook Air, 13-inch MacBook Pro, Mac mini, and 24-inch 
iMac. They join the rest of the Mac product line to form the strongest Mac lineup 
ever. This is the beginning of a transition to a new family of chips designed 
specifically for the Mac. The transition to Apple silicon will take about two years 
to complete and these systems are an amazing first step. 

Find out more about M1. 

apple.com/macbook-air/ 

apple.com/macbook-pro-13/ 

apple.com/imac-24/ 

apple.com/mac-mini/ 

apple.com/macos/big-sur/ 

1.  “World’s f astest CPU cor e in lo w-power silicon ”: T esting conduc ted  by Apple in Oc  tober 20 20 using pr  eproduction 13-inch M  acBook Pr o systems with Apple M1 chip and      16GB of   RAM 
measuring peak single thr  ead  performance of  workloads t aken fr om  select industry s tandard  benchmarks,  commercial  applications,  and  open sour ce applications.  Comparison made  
against the highest-performing CPUs f  or not ebooks,  commercially a vailable at the time of  testing.  Performance tests ar e conducted  using specific comput  er s ystems and   reflect the 
approximate performance of  MacBook Pr o.  “World’s bes t CPU per formance per w att”: T esting conduc ted  by Apple in Oc  tober 20 20 using pr  eproduction 13-inch M  acBook Pr o systems  
with Apple M1 chip and     16GB of   RAM.  Performance per w att refers t o the ratio of  peak CPU per  formance to average power consumed   using selec t industry s tandard  benchmarks.  
Comparison made agains t high-performing CPUs f  or not ebooks and   desktops,  commercially a vailable at the time of  testing.  Performance tests ar e conducted  using specific comput  er  
systems and   reflect the approximate performance of  MacBook Pr o.  “World’s f astest integrated  graphics in a per   sonal  computer”: T esting conduc ted  by Apple in Oc  tober 20 20 using   
preproduction 13-inch M  acBook Pr o systems with Apple M1 chip and      16GB of   RAM using selec t industry s tandard  benchmarks.  Comparison made agains t the highest-performing  
integrated  GPUs f or not ebooks and   desktops,  commercially a vailable at the time of  testing.  Integrated  GPU is defined    as a GPU locat   ed  on a monolithic silicon die along with a CPU and          
memory contr oller,  behind  a unified   memory subs ystem.  Performance tests ar e conducted  using specific comput  er s ystems and   reflect the approximate performance of  MacBook Pr o.  

2.  “World’s f astest browser”: T esting conduc ted  by Apple in A  ugust and  October 20 20 using JetStr  eam  2,  MotionMark 1 .1,  and  Speedometer 2 .0 per formance benchmarks on br  owsers  
that completed  the test.  Tested  with pr erelease Safari 14   and  latest stable versions of   Chrome,  Firefox,  and  (Windows) Microsoft Edge at the time of  testing,  on Int el  Core i5-based  13-
inch M acBook Pr o systems with pr  erelease macOS Big Sur and     Windows 10 Home running in Boot Camp; 12     .9-inch iP ad  Pro (4th gener ation) units with pr  erelease iPadOS 14   and  Intel  
Core i7-based  Microsoft Surface Pro 7 s ystems with Windo  ws 10 Pr  o; and   iPhone 11 Pr o Max with pr  erelease iOS 14   and  Samsung Galax y S20 Ultr  a with Andr  oid  10.  Devices t ested  with  
a WP A2  Wi-Fi netw ork connec tion.  Performance will  vary based   on usage,   system  configuration,  network connec tion,  and  other f actors.  “Up t o 1.5x speedier at running Ja   vaScript and  
nearly 2x mor  e responsive”: T esting conduc ted  by Apple in Sept  ember and   October 20 20 using JetStr  eam  2  and  Speedometer 2 .0 per formance benchmarks.  Tested  on pr eproduction  
MacBook Air and    Mac mini s  ystems with Apple M1 chip and      8-core GPU,  as w ell  as pr oduction 1 .2GHz  quad-core Intel  Core i7-based  13-inch M acBook Air s  ystems and   3.6GHz  quad-
core Intel  Core i3-based  Mac mini s  ystems,  all  configured  with 16GB RAM,    2TB SSD ,  and  prerelease macOS Big Sur  .  Tested  with pr erelease Safari 14 .0.1 and   WPA2  Wi-Fi netw ork  
connection.  Performance will  vary based   on s ystem  configuration,  network configur ation,  network connec tion,  and  other f actors.  

3.  “Breakthrough P erformance for K ey Busines s Apps ”: T esting conduc ted  by Apple in M  ay 20 21 using pr  oduction M acBook Air s  ystems with Apple M1 chip   ,  7-core GPU,  and  macOS Big  
Sur,  as w ell  as pr oduction Int el  Core i5-based  PC s ystems with Int  el  Iris X e Graphics and   the latest version of   Windows 10 a  vailable at the time of  testing.  Best-selling s ystem  based  on  
commercial  sales dat a fr om  indirect B2B r esellers in the Unit  ed  States f or PC lapt  ops in the same price r  ange from  January 20 20 t o April  2021.  Productivity application per  formance 
tested  using Micr osoft Excel  for M ac V ersion 16 .48,  and  Microsoft Excel  for Windo ws V ersion 2103 .  Web  browsing per formance tested  using Speedomet er 2 .0 and   prerelease 
MotionMark 1 .2  performance benchmarks t ested  with Saf ari 14 .1 on macOS Bi   g Sur ,  and  Chrome v.89.0.4389.90 on W  indows 10 ,  with WP A2  Wi-Fi netw ork connec tion.  Battery lif e 
performance tested  using Z oom  Version 5 .6.1,  with equiv alent display brightnes s settings f  or all   units,  and  microphone and  camera enabled.   All  claims depend   on usage,   settings,  
network configur ation,  and  many other f  actors; ac tual  results will   vary.  Performance tests ar e conducted  using specific comput  er s ystems and   reflect the approximate performance of  
MacBook Air and    selected  PC model.    

© 20 21 Apple Inc.   All  rights r eserved.  Apple,  the Apple logo,  iPad,  iPhone,  Mac,  and  macOS ar e trademarks of   Apple Inc.,  registered  in the U .S.  and  other countries.   App St ore is a service   
mark of   Apple Inc.,  registered  in the U .S.  and  other countries.   IOS is a tr   ademark or r  egistered  trademark of   Cisco in the U .S.  and  other countries and    is used   under license.   Other pr oduct 
and  company names mentioned    herein ma y be tr ademarks of   their r espective companies.  Product specifications ar e subject to change without notice.  This mat erial  is pr ovided  for  
information pur poses only; Apple as  sumes no liability r  elated  to its use.   July 20 21. 

https://www.apple.com/ca/macbook-air/
https://www.apple.com/ca/macbook-pro-13/
https://www.apple.com/ca/imac-24/
https://www.apple.com/ca/mac-mini/
https://www.apple.com/ca/macos/big-sur/
https://v.89.0.4389.90
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